Objectives: Our primary aim was to describe the frequency of abnormal findings on transvaginal ultrasound scan (TVS) in a population of couples presenting with infertility to a tertiary unit. Our secondary objective was to identify which pathologies were associated with couples with no male factor infertility compared to couples with male factor infertility. Methods: This was a retrospective case control study of 763 couples presenting to a tertiary unit between February 2013 and May 2017 who had expert TVS examinations in addition to their routine infertility work up. 433 couples with normal semen analysis were compared to a control of 330 couples with abnormal semen analysis. Results: The median age of the female partner at time of scan was 34 years 
Objectives: Tracking of junctional zone (JZ) growth using transvaginal ultrasound images (3D-TVUS) in assisted reproduction. Methods: Retrospective group comprising of comparison study of 19 subjects with implantation success and 19 subjects with implantation failure during assisted reproduction cycle. All subjects underwent 3D-TVUS (Samsung Medison WS80A with V5-9 probe) once every 2 days from initiation of stimulation to oocyte retrieval day. A fixed stimulation protocol was employed for each subject with sparse fine tuning of dosage. JZ maximum thickness is measured as the distance from the endometrium to the internal layer of the outer myometrium on the coronal plane at three regions namely fundus, right lateral, and left lateral. Statistical regression was used to analyze the growth of JZ and evaluate the differences between the comparison study groups.
Results: A total of 38 subjects were tracked individually. There was increase in the thickness measured at fundus, right, left, and average during the fsh injections ie. stimulation phase in both the groups with average rate of growth of 0.16 ± 0.08 mm/day. JZ in the pregnant group was significantly thinner than the non-pregnant group measured from day 3 to oocyte retrieval day with p-value < 0.05 (table 1) . Conclusions: JZ changes throughout the stimulation cycle and rate of change is different in pregnant and non-pregnant groups. This limited sample analysis indicates feasibility of achieving our targeted goal of estimating cut-off points for implantation success. This will also enable us to develop new monitoring tools for predicting implantation. Table 1 . JZ average thickness within study population (N = 38 subjects)
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